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SSDA Capability
I am an Architect with a long-standing reputation for independent design and project review expertise. In
2016, I was appointed as a Member of the Victorian Design Review Panel for the Office of the Victorian
Government Architect. My design advisory practice, SSDA, provides strategic design thinking.
I bring a valuable combination of skills and experience from more than 20 years in architecture, design
education, commercial development, and strategic advisory.
As an Architect, my experience has focused on high-density residential and major cultural projects. I am the
architect of a number of apartment buildings in Melbourne and very large public housing projects in
Singapore. I worked at ARM for 12 years within its distinctive culture of scholarship and design ambition.
Teaching architectural design and professional practice has given me the opportunity to contribute to the
profession. At RMIT University and The University of Melbourne, I have taught more than 10 design studios at
both undergraduate and masters level. I am an Examiner for the Architects Registration Board Victoria.
My strategic advisory clients come from education, construction and commercial development. Their
requirements have encompassed campus-wide strategies, business cases, project briefs, and technical
review. These projects are complex and high stakes. Advice must be rigorous, clearly communicated and
practical. I add value by bringing together insights from across domains to inform decision making and
ensure better outcomes.
My multi-disciplinary approach combines independence, expert knowledge, creativity, and clear timely
communication. I am passionate about the real value of design and long-term thinking.

Simon Shiel

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE &
QUALIFICATIONS
Registered Architect
2016- Director SSDA
2016- Member Victorian Design Review Panel
2020- Examiner ARBV
2019- Accredited Gateway Reviewer DTF
2016 – 2018 Director Project Management and
Strategic Advisory, North Projects
2011-2015 Design (Development) Manager
Grocon
1999-2010 Senior Associate, ARM Architects
1997-1999 Lyons Architects
1995-1996 Architect Housing and Development
Board (Surbana), Singapore
1994 B.Arch (Hons.) RMIT University

SERVICES
Independent Design Review
Design Management
Design Commercial Optimisation
Site Analysis, Yield and Feasibility
Project Brief & PPR
Space Strategy
Master planning
Procurement Strategy
Superintendent and Independent Certifier

Simon Shiel • simon@ssda.com.au • 0402 438 385

Design and Project Review
I currently provide design review and peer review advice to the Department of Premier and Cabinet
(OVGA) and Vicinity Centres. These reviews provide high impact and high value at critical points in
the development of the design for a project. I also provide project origination and developer liaison
at the City of Melbourne. At Grocon, I acted as client to the design team and managed the planning
process. In this role, I worked on major projects and development bids in Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane. My expertise includes development of the brief, assembling high calibre design teams
and capturing value through exceptional design. Design review is a large part of project
management and my key strengths are the consideration of project risks, safety, construction cost,
program, staging and revenue.
2016 – Member, Victorian Design Review Panel
2019 Consultant Design Reviewer Vicinity
Centres $683M Project
2019 Consultant Senior Development Manager
City of Melbourne
REFEREES
David Waldren, National Head of Design, Vicinity
Centres, David.Waldren@vicinity.com.au

2019 Accredited Reviewer, Gateway Review
Department of Treasury and Finance
2011-2015 Design (Development) Manager
Grocon

Stefan Preuss, Associate Victorian Government
Architect, Stefan.Preuss@ovga.vic.gov.au

Teaching, Lectures and Awards
I have a long-standing involvement in architectural education through teaching and as a guest critic.
At RMIT University and the University of Melbourne, I have taught undergraduate and masters level
courses in professional practice and architectural design. Teaching demands the skill of providing
direction without trying to be the designer.
AWARDS & AWARDS JURY
2010 AIA Best Overend Multiple Housing Award
2009 AIA Awards Jury Commercial
LECTURES
2015 University of Melbourne lecture
2014 RMIT University lecture
2008 The University of Melbourne lecture
2007 The University of Melbourne lecture
2007 Urban Design Institute Australia (UDIA)
1996 Half Time Club Major Project Presentation

TEACHING
1997- 2019 Design Studio Leader RMIT University
2019 Professional Practice M. Arch Tutor RMIT
University
2016 Design Studio Leader The University of
Melbourne
2009 Masters Supervisor RMIT University
2008 Guest Critic Monash University
1997- Guest Critic and External Moderator RMIT
University

House- design studio taught at the University of Melbourne at Master of
Architecture level. Students produced about 30 models each.

High Density Housing
From my first days as an architecture graduate working for the Singapore Government Developer
Surbana, I have had an interest in the discipline of housing projects. At ARM, I worked on a number
of residential projects, and in 2010, I designed a pair of apartment buildings containing 100
apartments in South Melbourne for Arno Corporation. In a competitive residential market, the
apartments sold in the opening weekend and the project is recently completed. I was one of the
Design Architects for One East Melbourne. This project won the 2010 Best Overend Award for
Multiple Residential.
SELECTED HOUSING PROJECTS
2014- Commonwealth Games Village, 1,250
apartments Grocon Design (Development)
Manager
2013 McNab Avenue, 500 apartments Grocon
Design (Development) Manager
2010 Eastern Road Orbis and Momentum 100
apartments ARM Design Architect
2010 Ambient Apartment Building Carlton, 20
apartments ARM Design Architect

2009 One East Melbourne 100 apartments, ARM
Design Architect
2003 King Street Wharf Development, Sydney
$200M ARM Design leader waterfront mixed-use
development
2015 Railway Parade Apartments, Grocon Design
(Development) Manager
1997-1999 Housing Development Board (Surbana)
Singapore, Design Architect 4000+ apartments

Completed apartment buildings Orbis and Momentum, designed by Simon Shiel at ARM

Vicinity Centres, Box Hill Redevelopment Stage 1, $683M
Design Advisory
2019 – 2020
One of Victoria’s largest private urban regeneration projects, the vision is to transform 5.5 hectares
in the centre of Box Hill. I was engaged to provide design advisory, taking the project from
masterplan to lodgement of the first three planning applications. The Stage 1 projects included
40,000sqm of commercial office place, 370 apartments and extensive high-quality public realm to
create a true world class mixed-use and retail precinct.

Commonwealth Games Village (Smith Collective), +$550M
Design (Development) Manager
2014 -2015
Build to Rent, 1,250 Apartments and town houses, 7,000sqm Retail, 29Ha, 7km new roads.
From the design and bid phase, D&C Builder Engagement through to 25% complete construction, I
was the Design (Development) Manager in a complex multi-disciplinary environment,
communicating with a range of stakeholders and delivering high quality projects on time. The
project extended beyond housing to include significant public benefits of new infrastructure,
extensive public realm and commercial opportunities. Under challenging financial and time
constraints, the project was successfully delivered. It has a certified 6-Star Community rating. The
project was awarded the 2018 UDIA Qld Mitchell Brandtman Award for Excellence. Key aspects of
my role included:
Project reporting to Grocon Board
Project reporting to REIT
Project D&C budget
Commercial leasing negotiation
Design compliance

Design team management
Coordination with State and Comm Games
Organisation

Completed project with landscaping and residential buildings by ARM, Arkefeld and Lat27

Schools and University, Strategy, and Delivery
My experience of Education projects covers a range of jurisdictions, roles and project types. I have
worked in PPP projects in Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria. I have led Independent
Certifier teams across $670m of schools. With a rigorous and independent investigative process, I
was able to resolve complex issues with the respect of the project parties.
I have worked closely with academics and professional staff to develop project briefs,
transformation strategies, commercial development strategies, masterplans and visions. I am able
to bring together my design skills and advocacy for better buildings and cities, project structuring
and development knowledge and teaching experience to create robust solutions for my clients. I
appreciate the culture of universities and the need to engage with stakeholders widely and
meaningfully. Developing a strategy, I distil the core insight from a complex and technical situation
and propose an actionable way forward. This almost always requires a diplomatic and creative
approach to resolving competing needs.
University of Tasmania, Southern Infrastructure Transformation, $600M
University of Tasmania, Sandy Bay Mixed Use Masterplan and Business Case, 100Ha
University of Tasmania, STEM Project Brief
Project Director - Strategic Advisory
2017 – 2018
This substantial transformation project includes relocation from a suburban campus to the CBD,
EFTSL forecast and space strategy, Urban Design Principles and Masterplan, Academic Vision, and
Business Case. I led an internal team of cost planners, project managers and programmers, and a
sub-consultant team of designers, education analysts and real estate advisors. Key aspects of my
role included;
Writing Academic Vision
Writing Urban Design Principles
Writing STEM Project Brief
Designing Sandy Bay Mixed Use Masterplan 100Ha
Project reporting to PCG, COO, VC and University
Council
Coordination of masterplan design team
Coordination of specialists in Education and Real
Estate

Development strategy & feasibility for surplus land
Project procurement structuring
Coordination with Heads of Transformation and
Finance
Space strategy and facility savings
Complete asset audit for existing campus
Commercialisation opportunities and benefits

University of Tasmania, New CBD Campus Masterplan, image MCR

WA New Schools Public Private Partnership, $300M
Vic New Schools, Public Private Partnership, $370M
Director - Project Management, Independent Certifier (IC)
Dec 2016 -Jan 2019
I was the Independent Certifier for delivery of 27 new schools under two PPP projects in WA and
Victoria. The IC role is appointed jointly by The Project Company (the Investor) and The State under
the Public Private Partnership Agreements. I led multi-disciplinary teams of specialists including
cost planners, inspectors, commissioning specialists, acoustic engineers, project managers and
programmers. The projects required rigorous reporting and certification under strict time
constraints and a high workload. Key aspects of my role included:
Project reporting to PCG
Management of team resources
Management of consultancy commercial
performance
Determination of contractual obligations
Determination of Disputes

Review, audit and certification of quality and fit
for purpose
Certification of progress and milestones
Project compliance
Design and regulatory compliance
Review and certification for operational readiness
Certification of Commercial Acceptance

New Schools Victoria PPP, design by CHC

Referees
Dean Professor Shane Murray, Monash
University, Shane.Murray@monash.edu
Steven Luce, Project Director, Department of
Treasury and Finance, Government of Western
Australia, 0417986059

Neil Parker, Project Director, Macquarie Bank,
043863280

Space Strategy
Project Brief
Business Case
I bring a combination of techniques and disciples to develop rigorous pre-design strategies, briefs
and business cases. As an architect, I see a site both as a physical place in a network and also in
terms of town planning and compliance. Using top-down and bottom-up numerical analysis allows
us to understand the critical question of how much and what type of space is needed. And what it
will cost! It is important to recognise that buildings exist in time, and projects and precincts are
complex interplay of decanting, funding timing, external stakeholders, demolition and construction,
delays and setbacks, changing priorities and A key challenge is to strip away the distractions and
identifying and communicate the real insights. In all this, the gaol is to balance certainty for the
client and designers and allow the maximum opportunity for creative solutions and long-term
flexibility.
Key Projects
Monash University MADA, Space Strategy 2024
Monash University MADA, Bldg. G Project Brief
Monash University MADA, Academic Space Study
Shrine of Remembrance, Stage 2 Business Case
Hamer Hall Redevelopment Project Brief

Grocon One McNab Avenue Project Brief PPR
The University of Melbourne, Metro Rail Interface
University of Tasmania, STEM Project Brief
Swinburne University, Infrastructure
Transformation Business Case

Space Strategy. Alternative approach to university infrastructure, with a focus on identifying
key physical infrastructure as points of inter-discipline collaboration rather predetermining
organisational hybrids that will come and go.

Project Brief: UTAS STEM GFA Demand Analysis Bottom-up calculation of teaching space
requirement from space design to timetable. A catalogue of teaching spaces was
developed, and spaces assigned to every class in the University timetable. This provides a
robust validation of top down assumptions and allows a critical evaluation of timetable
problems and bottlenecks.

Spatial Visualisation. Using KML file to combine proposal with existing conditions in the
GoogleEarth environment. At the pre-design stage, these visualisations provide the client
with a validation of the scope, and a vision to develop support for the project. This file is
easily shared with clients and used intuitively.

Precinct Review. Precinct scenario analysis University of Melbourne and Melbourne Metro
Rail Project. Compiling multiple projects and workstreams to represent point in time.

Spatial Strategy. Combining 3D modelling with area calculation and multiple sub-projects
over time. MADA.

